The article presents the results of calculations of the effective thermal conductivity k ef for bundles of steel rectangular sections obtained for a few analytical models. This coefficient expresses the ability of the bundles to heat transfer. The knowledge about the values of the k ef coefficient of the section bundles is essential to correctly identify the parameters of their heat treatment process. The quality of the calculation results were verified by the experimental measurement data. These measurements were performed in the guarded hot plate apparatus. It should be noted, that none of the eleven analyzed models of effective thermal conductivity is suitable for evaluation of thermal properties of the section bundles.
Greek Symbols
 porosity of the medium  s volumetric content of solid phase
Introduction
 Rectangular sections belong to the basic long products supplied by steel industry. They are widely used in various areas of the economy where they are most often used as a feedstock for further processing. In many cases the heat treatment is one of the manufacturing stages of steel sections. These elements are most commonly treated in the form of bundles Corresponding author: Rafal Wyczolkowski, Ph.D., research fields: heat transfer in porous media and heat transfer in metallurgical processes.
which are one of examples of porous charge.
The industrial heat treatment operations of steel products have significant bearing on all the key performance metrics of the plant. These metrics primarily include: productivity, energy consumption, product quality and emission of pollutants [1, 2] . Mentioned factors make that the operation of heat treatment should be optimized. What is important, this optimization should be done both at the designed stage of the process as well as during its realization at the technological line. Nowadays for the efficient process design and its control the special numerical models are used which have the capability of predicting the spatial and temporal changes of the temperature of treated charge. Such models were successfully used in the metallurgical industry for over last three decades [3, 4] .
One of the parameters of such models, which is necessary for its proper operation are the thermal properties of the heated charge. When heating process of monolithic steel elements are analysed, the basic thermal property is the thermal conductivity of steel k s .
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This parameter depends on the composition, crystalline structure and temperature of steel. The data about k s coefficient of the most popular carbon and alloy steels are commonly available in the thematic literature [5, 6] .
However, section bundles considered in this article do not have a monolithic structure. From this reason its thermal property necessary to the optimization of the heat treatment is not a thermal conductivity of steel. The effective thermal conductivity k ef , as the main thermal property of section bundles, should be considered. The knowledge about the k ef coefficient is essential for the selection of the optimal parameters for heating of section bundles. Incorrect selection of k ef coefficient of section bundle can lead to improper course of heating process, disturb furnace operation and unnecessarily increase the heating time.
This article is devoted to the issue of the effective thermal conductivity modelling of steel rectangular section bundles.
Structure of Steel Section Bundles and Their Thermal Properties
Due to their geometrical structure, steel section bundles represent a very specific type of charge. An example of a model of a section bundle is presented in Fig. 1 . Due to presence of free spaces filled with gas, this bundle represents a two-phase (solid-gas) porous medium. Gas phase fills internal spaces in individual sections and the narrow gaps between each other.
Presence of these gaps results from rounding of section edges and geometry errors, such as errors of rectilinearity and surface flatness. With this structure, analyzed bundle should be considered as a medium with mixed porosity: internal and external. Internal porosity is constant and depends on geometry of sections (external dimensions and wall thickness), whereas external porosity depends on the packing of a bundle (gap width). Internal porosity can exceed even the worth of 0.85, whereas external porosity in packed bundles does not exceed 0.03.
Length of real section bundles heated during industrial heat treatment is determined by the length of sections supplied by manufacturers. This length ranges most frequently from 3 to 6 m, while transverse dimensions of bundles usually do not exceed 1 m. Due to the disproportion between transverse dimensions and length, the intensity of the bundle heating is determined by the processes of heat exchange which occurs in transverse direction. The bundle in this plane is characterized by the lack of continuity of the solid phase, which allows for considering it as a granular medium. During the heating process, thermal energy in this system is transferred through the following mechanisms:
 conduction along walls of individual sections, which corresponds to conduction in the solid phase;  conduction in the gas which fills the interior of sections;
 conduction in the gas which fills the gaps between individual sections;  thermal radiation between internal surfaces of sections;
 thermal radiation between external surfaces of adjacent sections;
 free convection of gas inside profiles;  contact conduction at the locations of contact of adjacent sections.
Due to this complexity, the ability of the bundles to heat transfer in the transverse direction is expressed by means of the effective thermal conductivity k ef . This parameter is commonly used in the theory of porous media [7, 8] . Value of the coefficient k ef for a specific section bundle depends on many factors, which include: thermal conductivity of steel k s , thermal conductivity of gas k g , dimensions of section, packing of the bundle, pressing force and state of section surface.
Models of Effective Thermal Conductivity
Several various theoretical models have been used in order to calculate the effective thermal conductivity of porous materials [9, 10] . Below are presented several most frequently used and discussed models, which, in order to calculate the coefficient k ef , take into consideration the porosity of the medium , volumetric content of solid state  s and thermal conductivity of the solid phase k s and gas phase k g .
The least complex models are layer models, where porous medium is considered as a system of alternate flat layers of solid and gas phases. Depending on the direction of heat flow with respect to these phases, are obtained two models: parallel (P) and series (S) [11] :
These models refer to extreme cases of heat flow in two-phase porous medium. For this reason, coefficients k ef calculated according to the series and parallel model determine lower and upper limit of effective thermal conductivity of the material with porosity , and thermal conductivity for solid phase k s and gas phase k g . This is given by the following inequality:
Effective conductivity obtained for the parallel and series models has been used in other analytical models proposed by Horai (H) [12] , Beck (B) [13] and Krischer (KR) [14] which are described with the following equations: Other models of effective thermal conductivity are ME (Maxwell-Euken) models [9, 11] . They are introduced with the assumption that, in the structure of porous medium, one of the phases is dispersed, creating discrete particles in the area of the second phase, which has a continuous character. There are two cases, and, consequently, two ME models. The first Maxwell-Euken model (ME1) concerns cellular material where gas phase is dispersed in the solid phase:
The second Maxwell-Euken model (ME2) concerns granular medium where solid phase is dispersed in the gas phase:
Compared to the inequality (4), ME models allow for better evaluation of the range of true effective conductivity of the porous medium:
Relation (9) is termed Hashin-Shtrikman inequality [15] .
EMT (Effective Medium Theory) was developed through analysis of thermal conduction in the medium with random distribution of solid phase and gas phase [16, 17] . Contrary to ME models, EMT model concerns the medium where both phases are mutually dispersed. The equation of the effective thermal conductivity of the porous medium in this model is:
Another effective thermal conductivity models subjected for consideration are models by Woodside-Messmer (WM) [18] , Assad (AS) [19] and Bruggeman (BR) [20] . Effective thermal conductivity in these models is described with the following equations:
where:
Besides the analytical models, effective thermal conductivity of porous media is determined also based on the whole series of numerical models. These models are most often based on the methods: finite elements method, finite difference method or Monte Carlo [21] [22] [23] . Development of these techniques is connected with increasingly greater computational power of computers. However, the analytical models still are very popular, which results from its simplicity and the low cost of calculations. Analysis of the problem in this article is limited only to the listed analytical models.
Measurements of Effective Thermal Conductivity of Section Bundles
Evaluation of the usefulness of specific analytical models for determination of the effective thermal conductivity k ef of section bundles requires knowledge of real values of this parameter. The most reliable information on this topic provides the experimental measurements. Research on measurements of the effective thermal conductivity of steel section bundles are presented in the paper [24] . These measurements were performed by the steady state method. For this purpose was used the guarded hot plate apparatus [25, 26] .
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The idea of the effective thermal conductivity measurement in relation to the bundles of rectangular sections is shown in Fig. 2 . As can be seen the tested samples have the form of flat beds of sections. The measurement procedure involves forcing in the sample a unidirectional steady heat flow, which is expressed quantitatively by heat flux q. After obtaining in the system a steady state, the temperatures on the bottom surface (which has temperature t B ) and the upper surface (which has temperature t U ) of the sample were measured. The value of k ef coefficient is calculated from the equation:
where h is the dimension of the sample in the direction of heat flow. 
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k ef coefficient for these samples in the studied temperature range is 3.75 W/(mK). Effective thermal conductivity for other specimens is increasing with temperature. For the samples of sections 40  40 mm, the obtained values are 3.95.1 W/(mK). Furthermore, for the profiles of 60  60 mm and 80  80 mm, measured values of coefficient k ef ranged from 4.46.1 W/(mK) and 4.96.8 W/(mK). The differences between the results obtained for samples I and II made of sections of the same type are insignificant and are held within the uncertainty of measurement, which in the used stand is of 5% [27] . In general, it can be concluded that the value of the coefficient k ef in all examined samples range from 3.26.8 W/(mK). These values are by an order of magnitude lower than thermal conductivity of the solid phase (steel) of the investigated bundles.
Furthermore, the presented data show that effective conductivity is greater for samples from bigger sections. This means that the effective thermal conductivity is increasing for the bundles of higher porosity. This is due to the fact, that internal porosity of the section increase when enlarge its external dimensions.
Results
It was adopted during calculation of the k ef coefficient that thermal conductivity of the solid phase k s and gas phase k g of the bundles with respect to temperature t (expressed in C), change according to the following equations: 10 
These equations were determined through approximation of the tabular literature data [6, 28] . Eq. Fig. 5a shows the results obtained for Horai The results presented in Fig. 6 concern Krischer model. The values of coefficient k ef presented in Fig.  6a were obtained for the coefficient f = 0.25. The results presented in Fig. 6b were obtained for f = 0.5. As can be seen, the increase in the parameter f leads to a reduction in the value of coefficient k ef . Results of calculations compared to the measurement data are reduced by an order of magnitude, for f = 0.25 k ef they range from 0.12  0.32 W/(mK), and, for f = 0.5, this means ca. 0.1 W/(mK). Theoretically, there is the opportunity to match the optimum value of coefficient f, for which the results of calculations would be fully consistent with the experimental data, but obtaining of this match requires multiple calculations. However, if measurement data are unavailable, this match is not possible at all. The results obtained for the model ME2 are presented in Fig. 7b . As can be seen, the values of coefficient k ef in this case range from 0.04  0.12 W/(mK). This result is by two orders of magnitude lower than the actual values. Fig. 8a illustrates the results obtained for the EMT model. In this model, the increase in porosity (in the range of values adopted here for this parameter) leads to the increase in effective thermal conductivity of the medium. This is the first model for which this tendency was observed. In the case of previously analyzed models, the increase in porosity contributes to the reduction in the value of the coefficient k ef . As was demonstrated by the measurements, the increase in porosity in real section bundles is also correlated with the increase in coefficient k ef . Therefore, it can be adopted that the EMT model with respect to porosity reflects correct changes in effective thermal conductivity of the sections. Furthermore, the values of k ef obtained in this case, ranging from 2.5  8.2 W/(mK) are comparable with the measurement data. However, effective conductivity of bundles calculated for EMT model decreases with temperature, which is the opposite of the tendencies observed in the real medium. This causes that this model also does not reflect the effective thermal conductivity of the analyzed charge. Theoretically, if the tendency of changes in the coefficient k ef with respect to temperature would be reversed, this model (for the studied range of porosity) would nearly perfectly reflect thermal properties of the considered medium. Since this is not the case, the observed similarity of results has entirely random character. The obtained results demonstrated that analytical calculation of the effective thermal conductivity of steel rectangular section bundles necessitates building an entirely new model. This model should take into consideration all the mechanisms of heat transfer that occur in this medium. Development of this model represents another stage of the research work carried out by the author in this field.
Conclusion
